
REPLENISHMENT 
OPTIMIZATION
Customer demand meets profitable 
inventory investment

Accurate inventory planning means millions more 
in your pocket.
To get exceptional bottom-line results, you need to 
precisely align inventory with demand at every location. 
Only Blue Ridge automatically considers every relevant 
business constraint to provide the most realistic visibility 
to future inventory orders and cash requirements.
Considering unique factors such as supplier capacity, 
order minimums, location-specific inventory levels, 
order schedules, and more, Blue Ridge plans 
your inventory orders down to the day in the most 
economical way possible.
We build and optimize. You grow sales and profit.
Certain things technology does better, complex 
economic optimization of inventory orders. 
Technology that builds orders up to 365 days in 
advance and considers unique details like your 
supplier’s ability to fulfill future orders. Other things 
humans do much better, such as strategic category 
management decisions, negotiating with suppliers 
for better margin, and deciding when to launch a 
promotion to drive incremental revenue.

Blue Ridge completely automates inventory order 
planning, with our replenishment solutions and 
software, freeing you and your team to focus on what’s 
most important- driving sales and realizing more profit.
Learn what precision supply chain planning can do  
for you.

GET HELP WITH:
• Accelerating inventory turns
• Reducing logistic costs
• Reducing carrying and acquisition costs
• Reducing time spent purchasing
• Automating inventory replenishment
• Economically optimizing order cycles
• Forecasting supplier lead times
• Automating management of kit items

NO GUESSING. JUST SUCCESS.
Blue Ridge designed smarter software for demand planning, replenishment, 
and inventory optimization that achieves positive ROI quickly. Simple, scalable, 
and powerful supply chain management to break free from spreadsheets or 
inadequate ERP planning modules and leverage a data-driven, AI-powered supply 
chain planning engine backed by world-class support. Trusted by the distributors, 
manufacturers, and retailers around the world, Blue Ridge offers a streamlined, 
easy to use solution, a strategic LifeLine program, and proven results that take the 
guess work out of selecting the right supply chain management partner. 

www.blueridgeglobal.com
Request a demo

PRECISE INVENTORY REPLENISHMENT PLANNING FOR RAPID,  
BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS.


